
SUMMER
NEWSLETTER

Another week has flown by. Morale is good and students are doing brilliantly at

this very busy and intense point in the year. We have talked a lot this week

about maintaining focus and momentum for the next 7 weeks. Our student's

resilience is definitely being tested in these unusual times. It is worth every

effort between now and the end of May to ensure you get the grades that will

open the doors to your future. We have had Mr Stevens and Ms Tomlinson back

in the building this week which has been fantastic, students and staff are so

happy to see them again. 

CURRENT WORKING GRADES
I want to remind you that current working grades should be the basis on which

students are building. They should be attending every lesson, doing all of the

independent learning activities and completing weekly assessments to the very

best of their ability. If engagement and effort is not there, final Teacher Assessed

Grade could be significantly lower than the grade issued in March.

ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS
We have had a few questions about how exam access arrangements are being

applied to our continuous assessments. If your teen usually has additional time

or support in their exams, then they will currently either have extra time in the

assessment or their grades will take account of their additional needs. Please do

get in touch with our SEN team if you have specific questions about this.

OPTIONS FORMS
If you have not yet returned your GCSE options form, please do so as soon as

possible. If you still have questions, please talk to your coach or subject teachers.

JUNIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM
This week, our year 11s have had professional photographs taken and we are in

the process of designing the year 11 and 13 yearbooks. JLT are leading the

planning and Mr Forrest is putting it all together! We are also in the process as a

staff team of developing sessions to pupils to be delivered on the theme of

keeping safe, with a particular focus on female safety following a JLT meeting in

which this was discussed. It is important that students are able to voice their

concerns and that we as a staff develop sessions to reflect those concerns to the

whole school. 

YEAR 11 AND YEAR 13 LEAVERS
We know you are all excited about the summer break after your assessments. We

are planning some really exciting ways of drawing your year 11 experience to a

close. I will be sending more concrete details of this to all families very early

next week which will contain all the details around finishing for both year 11 and

year 13 students.

Please complete your lateral

flow tests each Sunday and

Wednesday and report your

results online. 
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CCF UPDATE
Our summer camp will take

place at Altcar Training

Camp between the 7th and

9th July. Letters will be given

out next week.

If you are keen to join CCF,

please return your letters to

SSI Chris Bate asap.

RASA provide support,

advocacy, counselling, help

and information, for

anyone affected by rape or

sexual assault. 

Call 0151 666 1392

R E M I N D E R S . . .



Year 10
Biologists have been learning about genetic engineering and how we can modify

bacteria to produce human insulin. Physicists are now working on the

Electromagnetic Spectrum. Historians are finishing off their unit on modern medical

developments and will begin revising for their end of unit test. Synergy scientists

have been participating in action research into methods of revising led by students at

Liverpool University. Animal Care students have been analysing the impact of

enrichment on behaviour and strategies employed to reduce stress in captive animals.

The animals have been coming back to school over the past week and the class have

had some time handling our tortoise and bearded dragon improving their knowledge

of the behaviour of these species and safe handling techniques.

Year 11
Historians have completed their end of topic test on Conflict and Tension, 1919-1939

examining events such as the Munich Agreement and the fallout from the Treaty of

Versailles. In maths, we are studying standard form. Engineers have been putting

their final touches to their orthographic and isometric technical drawings. The below

isometric view is from Ben! Synergy Scientists have been gearing up for their

assessment on Radiation, Cells, Cell Transport, Particle theory and Dynamic

equilibrium. Animal Care have been linking animal behaviours seen in observations

of a range of species to internal factors such as the age and sex of an animal. They

have also investigated links between an animal's environment to behaviour. Health

PBL have begun their Scanning electron Microscope projects, investigating topics of

their own choice. For example, comparing a flight feather and a breast feather,

showing how the different functions are reflected in their structure. Artists and

graphic designers are working so hard on producing their final pieces. Check out

these beautiful examples plus more on Instagram.

Year 12
Chemists have been looking at reactions of alcohols, which are useful as building

blocks in a wide range of applications. Biologists have completed all of the topics for

their first year of study! They will now recap in preparation for their PPEs whilst

also starting Year 2 topics Respiration and Photosynthesis. In maths we have worked

on exponentials and logarithms. In further maths we are focused on volumes of

revolution. Applied Scientists have been looking at hormones and hormonal control

of body systems, concentrating on conditions caused by a failure to maintain

homeostasis such as hyperglycaemia. We researched the causes, symptoms and

treatment of these conditions and their effect on body systems. In English, we

compared Browning's, Porphyria's Lover to a poignant extract in Oliver Twist, we

are looking at the alluring qualities that criminals have in Literature and if, as

readers, we give them more attention that their victims - we had some fascinating

discussions! Historians have been finishing off their study of the Declaration of

Independence, 1776, and have begun their coursework - Anti-Semitism, 1840-1945.

Health students have been so lucky to work with Draegar, one of the world’s leading

ventilator manufacturers. We borrowed an anaesthetic machine for a module on

anaesthesia and surgical medicine. This has been a brilliant opportunity to get hands

on, inducing SimMan under general anaesthesia, ventilating and delivering

medications to keep him asleep and pain free throughout the procedure.

Year 13
Chemists have been exploring inorganic chemistry, including transition

metals and their uses in industrial processes. Historians have been working to

finish off their coursework for their final submission and completed an essay

examining the aftermath of the French and Indian War, 1754-1763 on

Colonial-British relations. In English we  have continued to revise crime texts

and looked at true crime  and the criminal psyche... we also studied

alternative critical views on the texts in question and enjoyed debating them.

Creative pathway students have met with Comics Youth to work on the Safe

Spaces project. Find out more here https://comicsyouth.co.uk/safe-spaces-2021 

Year 9, Ignite
Ignite scientists are looking at inheritance and variation and how to recognise continuous and discontinuous data.

Mathematicians are looking at bearings. In English, we are continuing to enjoy the play, DNA. Lucy's class loved

taking on parts and even pitched why they should keep the same character next week! Historians have examined

the role of the Home Guard during the Second World War and the causes for the Attack on Pearl Harbour.


